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QUESTION 1

You have activated budget availability control against the overall value for an internal order and entered an overall
budget of 10000. 

Actuals of 10000 were posted in the previous year. 

You are surprised to realize that a purchase order 1000 was created for this internal order in the current year. 

How is that possible? 

Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. The purchase order has NOT generated a budget yet. 

B. The purchase order was entered in a different year than the budget. 

C. The cost element is exempted from budget availability control. 

D. The difference of 1000 is within the tolerance limits defined in the configuration. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statements best describes a single cost center standard hierarchy? 

A. It is a structure to which all cost center groups create for a controlling area are assigned. 

B. It is a structure to which all cost center groups created within an operating concern are assigned. 

C. It is a structure to which all the cost centers within an operating concern are assigned. 

D. It is a structure to which all the cost centers within a controlling area are assigned. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What parameters can you set up when defining order types? 

A. Define document type. 

B. Define default parameters for master record fields. 

C. Define source structure. 

D. Allow revenue postings. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements best describe Product Cost by Order? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this
question. 

A. It is used when you perform repetitive manufacturing. 

B. It is recommended for products with a long production time. 

C. It is used when full cost traceability is needed. 

D. It is used when controlling by individual production lots or discrete quantities is needed. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to use budget availability control for your projects and internal orders. What can you check using budget
availability control? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. The availability of funds using overall plan value 

B. The availability of funds according to tolerance limits 

C. The availability of funds in object currency 

D. The availability of funds on period level 

Correct Answer: BC 
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